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Principal positions set for next year

Nancy Wheeler Dickson
to lead Upper School

Paradis names
interim Lisa
Sun to head
Lower School

by Gillian Branam ’16

by Abel Sapirstein ’17
Lisa Sun will take the reins as
Lower School Principal next fall.
Sun, who is currently serving as
the interim principal, has been at
Park since 2011.
The position of Lower School
Principal opened abruptly this
past summer after an unsuccessful search for a kindergarten
teacher.
In late August, then-principal
June Bennett volunteered to take
the position, leaving her own
post vacant.
Sun, who was Assistant Principal, took over as interim, and
the school began its search to fill
the role permanently.
Associate Head of School
Betsy Leighton was the head
of the search committee. She
also led the recently-concluded
searches for a Men’s Athletic
Director and the Upper School
Principal. As with those searches,
students were given an opportunity to meet with the candidates.
It was one of the first times
that Lower School students were
a part of the search procedure—
a challenge that Leighton said
shows what fifth graders are capable of.
There was also a faculty committee. According to kindergarten teacher and committee member Terris King, the entire Lower
School faculty met before any
candidates were presented and
made a list of all the things that
they wanted in the new principal.
“It was a really long list,” King
said. “We were looking for a perfect person.”
The pool of applicants came
from all over the world, according to King. The search committee selected three finalists to visit
Park for two days.
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Leighton and King stressed
the uniformity of the visits; internal candidates went through
the same interview as external
candidates.
In the end, Head of School
Dan Paradis chose Sun. Feedback from various committees
revealed a general consensus,
and the faculty provided an especially strong advocating voice.
“The faculty saw her as a
champion,” Leighton said, “and
saw that she appreciated how
hard it is to be a teacher.” Sun
is a self-described advocate for
opportunities for professional development. “She was the person
the community selected,” King
said.
In her year as interim, Sun
has made efforts to facilitate
better communication between
the school and home in order to
figure out what is best for students, something that Sun says
she will continue to do. She also
expressed interest in examining
the curriculum and getting more

information to parents. “It’s nice
not to have to wait for next fall,”
Sun said.
With Sun’s new role as Lower
School Principal, the Assistant
Principal position remains unfilled.
This year, Liz Block did the
administrating work that was
previously done by the Assistant
Principal and acted as assistant
to the Principal—something that
Sun says was a similar role but
a different title. Lower School
Counselor Zella Adams and
Learning Resources Specialist
Susan Eisner also chipped in.
Leighton expressed that with
the downsizing of the Lower
School, the role of the Assistant
Principal would be changing
slightly.
Both Leighton and Sun expressed a sense of optimism and
excitement about the coming
school year. “I feel really fortunate to be a part of such a great
community of parents, students
and faculty.” Sun said.

At the conclusion of a process
that took place over five months,
and included two search committees with feedback from Upper
School students, faculty, parents,
and a host of others, Head of
School Dan Paradis has named
Nancy Wheeler Dickson to lead
the Upper School beginning July
1.
Dickson, a graduate of Middlebury College and Columbia
University, spent six years as an
administrator and teacher at the
progressive Bay School of San
Francisco. She taught English
for a year at Berkeley Carroll in
Brooklyn, and then joined the
faculty of Nightingale-Bamford
in NY, taking on the role of
Middle School Dean of Students
during her last two years there.
Dickson has remained at home
in Cambridge, MA this year caring for her two young children
while her husband, Elliot, attends
Harvard’s Graduate School of
Education.
Dickson notes that she was
initially attracted to Park because
“there was a real articulation of
‘we believe in what we’re doing’” in the job description on

the school’s website. “It [our
position statement] expressed
specific values it would like to
have in a principal,” she said.
Dickson also talked about some
things she’s looking forward to:
“I’m most excited about getting
to know people at Park. I very
much look forward to having
advisees,” she said.
Groups participating in the
search process worked closely
together to ensure that the candidate who’s best for Park was
chosen. “I think it was important

See Principal p.3
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Nancy and Elliot Dickson with their children in Boston.
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Immersion Week only succeeds with student involvement
There are many things that make our
school unique. We take interesting and
inspiring electives, we direct plays, participate in principal searches, and lead
dozens of clubs. We are known for the
ways students take charge of our own education. Nothing illustrates this more than
Immersion Week.
A week in which students and faculty
advisers lead activities that would normally never be offered, Immersion Week
is entirely dependent on the efforts of students, and not just during the week itself.
Traditionally offered every other year,
in order for Immersion Week to even be a
possibility, a committee of students dedicated to scheduling and facilitating the
week has to be formed.
Then, students have to send in proposals for activities they would like to
lead, and if there are not enough proposals (which has happened in the past), the

week is canceled.
And after all of this, the only way for
the actual week to be a success is if student leaders and participants are fully
committed and engaged.
Some faculty members have been
skeptical in the past of whether or not Immersion Week is worth the class time lost.
Well, we think that it’s worth it, and not
because we don’t get homework. “Immersion Week provides an outlet for people to
learn things that they wouldn’t necessarily
have learned otherwise, or even thought
about starting to learn otherwise,” Immersion Week Committee member Rachel
Wingrat ’15 said.
Not only did Immersion Week give students an outlet to learn new things, it also
gave them the chance to learn without the
pressure of school, in a fun environment.
“I think Immersion Week allows students
and faculty to remember that this is a

place where you can experience all types
of things, and that school doesn’t always
have to be a place of stress. It can also be
a place where you can have fun and learn
exciting new things,” Chloe Ring ’15 said.
Matthew Brill-Carlat ’15, another
Immersion Week Committee member,
agrees: “We’re all running around doing
a million things. It was great to just do one
thing, do it a lot, and do it well.”
It is abundantly clear that this year’s
Immersion Week was successful. Unlike
the less successful Immersion Week of
2012, people always remained in their
classes, fully engaged in the cool and
unusual topics that each activity offered.
Even though the Immersion Week Committee is currently debating changes that
could make Immersion Week better in
the future, like moving it to the fall, for
example, the feedback they received was
overwhelmingly positive.

It’s likely that Immersion Week won’t
occur next year, due to predicted faculty
opposition and budget constraints. That
means that the current sophomores are
really going to need to step up to the plate
when it comes time to hold Immersion
Week again in 2017.
It takes an incredible amount of effort
to plan a week of activity for the entire
Upper School; students will need to take
that responsibility if Immersion Week is
to ever happen again.
On that note, we feel it necessary to
thank the Immersion Week Committee
from this year. You worked tirelessly,
sorting through proposals, getting people
on board, and so much more. You allowed
the Upper School to have a week where
we were opened up to new ideas, and we
can not thank you enough for your hard
work and success.
And hey, Class of 2017: start planning.

An idea is a powerful thing
by Peter Coulson ’16
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An idea can be feared, which ultimately leads to hatred. And when you hate an
idea, you want to see it gone. So you try
to get rid of it. Often, this only escalates to
the level of a Facebook rant or a stronglyworded letter to an authority figure.
But if you are an authority figure, especially one with lots of authority over lots
of people, and you truly despise this idea,
you censor things that people write about
it. You imprison the people who believe
in it. You declare that the idea is subversive, immoral, blasphemous. You say it
is evil—the work of the Devil, perhaps.
You force people to recant their beliefs
and swear allegiance to yours. You burn
books. And, when all else fails, you kill.
All of these are acts of desperation.
And by doing them, you have, in many
ways, signed your own death warrant. You
have ensured that everyone will try to find
out more about this idea—read a certain
book, watch a certain film, look at a certain illustration, buy a certain newspaper.
You assume that if people can’t see
something anymore, you have destroyed
the idea. You forget that we have always
been attracted to forbidden fruit—the
more forbidden, the more we want to
taste it. In trying to destroy an intangible
thing because you fear it, you deny human nature.
An idea can be dismissed, forgotten,
or ridiculed (never underestimate the
power of ridicule), but those who are
willing to perpetuate violence, to inflict
immeasurable pain on families and societies, because of cartoons or vulgar jokes
or Western education tend to have a hard
time with that.
Instead, they wage futile war on an in-

tangible thing that, with every attack on
it, becomes more resilient.
Stéphane Charbonnier, the former
editor-in-chief of the satirical newspaper
Charlie Hebdo, was killed because of his
cartoons of the prophet Muhammad. His
killers hated him for his idea that nothing
is sacred and everything should be ridiculed. When they forced their way into his
office, wielding assault rifles, they were
in a position of power over him, and they
chose to end his life, and the lives of 11
others.
Or consider Boko Haram, a group
whose name is literally translated to
“Western education is forbidden” (the
word “haram,” in Arabic, refers to things
that are forbidden because they are inherently sinful). They have killed thousands, sold young girls into slavery, and
destroyed towns in the name of extremist
religious doctrine. Instead of killing people because of their ideas, they kill in the
name of their own ideas. This is equally
repellent and equally self-defeating. Instead of creating converts, Boko Haram
has turned the world against them, and
against their violence and hatred.
Hatred has no ethnic, racial, religious,
or political bounds. Violence perpetrated
by Muslim groups has been in the news
recently, but hatred is a disease that can
infect everyone. And the only remedy for
it is solidarity. We must speak out against
senseless violence when it happens to us
and when it happens to others.
In times like these, ethnicity, race, religion, and politics should be immaterial.
What really matters is that some people,
somewhere, are experiencing immeasurable pain because of hatred, and that we,
as human beings, have a moral duty to
reject hatred and to stand in support of
peace.
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Rights group attends Selma 50th anniversary
by Daniel Moskowitz ’15

For the fourteenth time in 12 years, students from here and three other schools—
Cristo Rey Jesuit Academy, City Neighbors, and City College—travelled south
on the Civil Rights Trip. But for multiple
reasons, this year’s trip was different from
the previous 13.
First, there was the addition of a new
school, Cristo Rey, which made this the
largest trip ever with 38 students.
In addition, Interim Upper School Principal Traci Wright, who has led every one
of the 14 trips, said that in light of the
recent events with racially focused police
brutality, the mood on the trip was significantly more somber.
“There was a keen awareness on the
trip that the quest for equal protection
and equal justice for African-Americans
in this country is by no means a thing of
the past,” said Liz Hirsch, Upper School
English teacher and Co-Director of College Counseling, who accompanied the
group trip for the first time.
The trip was also different for another
reason: this year marks the fiftieth anniversary of the events in Selma, AL. When
the leaders of the trip found out that an
event was going to be held on the Edmund
Pettus bridge with Oprah, John Legend,
Common, and the cast and director of the
movie Selma, the group decided to change
the schedule around to be present for the

event.
Wright said people were generally very
excited to be there. Nile Fossett ’16 felt
that the concert was appropriate given that
John Legend wrote the sound track for
Selma, but “it made the Edmund Pettus
bridge seem very commercial,” she said.
Ellie Cody ’15 said the event really
threw her off. “It kind of felt like a publicity stunt,” Cody said. “It felt like there
was not very much regard for what had
happened there.”
Cody also felt an eerie sense of déjà vu
about the barricade used to separate the
fans from the stage, finding it reminiscent
of how the protestors were stopped in that
same spot 50 years ago.
Despite these impressions, both found
that the most meaningful part of the trip
was when they marched across the Edmund Pettus bridge the next day once the
previous day’s concert had ended.
“It’s like a flashback from the past being able to freely walk across the bridge
with students of other races and ethnicities
and really appreciating the fact that it [the
protest] was done 50 years ago so that I’m
able to do it today,” Fossett said.
As is always the case, the Civil Rights
trip made a lasting impression on students.
After this year, the take home message
was a bit heavier. “Although 50 years ago
great strides were taken, 50 years later
we’re still fighting many of the same
battles,” Wright said.

photos courtesy Sabina Diaz-Rimal ’15

Above: N. Rudin ’15 and K. Tildon ’15 in front of Bryant’s Groceries, the store
where Emmett Till allegedly whistled at Carolyn Bryant, a married proprietor.
Below: E. Schneiderman ’15 and S. Diaz-Rimal ’15 stand with students from
Cristo Rey School and Catherine Burks-Brooks, a freedom rider. Left: The Edmund Pettus Bridge was the venue for a concert event featuring John Legend,
Common, and Oprah in support of the movie Selma.

Dickson prepares for position of principal
Principal from p.1
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Dickson and her children get excited about their move to
Baltimore.

that each group had multiple opportunities to interact with each
candidate,” Jesse Berns-Zieve
’15, the student representative
on the committee comprising
faculty and administrators, said.
“My favorite part of the process was the opportunity to work
with a group of faculty and students, and then, once the finalist
visits began, the chance to experience so many different perspectives about Park, and about
what we hope for in a principal,”
Paradis said.
The committees also had
help from the Upper School as a
whole thanks to surveys sent out
after each two-day finalist visit.

Many people had praise for
Dickson: “The thing that I first
saw that made me, and I think
others, want to bring her in [as
a finalist] was that in her writing
she was really thoughtful about
education, about young people,
and seemed to really get it,”
Berns-Zieve said.
“Nancy has several qualities that will serve her well, and
that will serve us well, as she
becomes principal. I think she
demonstrated that she is a really
good listener, and she’s genuinely interested in the people around
her, and is highly relational in
how she approaches leadership,”
Paradis said.
“I think Nancy will do a wonderful job, and I really hope that

all students and faculty have a
positive attitude towards her,”
Leah Smith ’16, a member of
the student search committee,
said. “I think the most crucial
ingredient to her success is not
Nancy, herself, although that’s
very important; it’s the attitude
and enthusiasm that people have
for her.”
Dickson will take over for
Interim Principal Traci Wright,
who will resume her role as Dean
of Students.
Patti Porcarelli, who currently
serves as Dean of Students and
Faculty Coordinator will continue in the Faculty Coordinator
position even as she returns to
chair the English department and
to teach.
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Students stage die-in protest in US hallway

by Aerin Abrams ’16
The students in both the Upper
School Black Male and Black Female
Forums silenced the humanities hallway at the start of X block on January
30 by staging a die-in style demonstration, which consists of participants
sprawling across the ground as if dead.
Though not the first time police brutality has been brought up at Park,
the demonstration was meant to raise
awareness regarding clashes between
law enforcement officials and AfricanAmericans.
The conversation became community-wide after assemblies earlier
in the year by science teacher Elliott
Huntsman and history teacher Naadia
Owens, but the groups wanted to find
a way to keep it in the forefront of
peoples’ minds. “We think about these
injustices every day, and this forces our
peers to think about them too,” Black
Female Forum member Atira Koikoi
’17 said.
“Originally we wanted it to be just a
quickly put together, a more spontaneous thing, but of course we had to think
about logistics of location, and who we
had to tell,” Black Male Forum leader
Tony Cosby ’15 said. Before taking
any action they ended up reaching out
for permission from the principals of
each division, Head of School Dan
Paradis, and security. It ended up being particularly important to check the
situation with the Middle School, as
it would be taking place in a location
accessible to students of that division.
“We didn’t want anything to backfire on us,” Cosby said. “We really
weren’t sure at first [if it would go

well], but this way we at least knew we
went through the proper channels, like
admissions and the administration.”
Once all of the coordination was
taken care of, the students were ready
to put their plans into action. The surface goal of the die-in was to once
again spark conversation on the topic.
It eventually evolved into creating a
powerful statement on the groups’
stance on the matter. “We wanted to
show that we still care,” Cosby said.
Lastly, they wanted all of their work to
pay off and show the school what they
had accomplished.
“It was really powerful to see my
classmates and friends doing [the diein] and it definitely created conversations,” Will King ’16 said. “Getting a
better understanding of what has been
going on is really important.”
Not only did it leave an impact on
spectators, but the demonstration made
a mark on those participating as well.
“Hearing the footsteps go by while I
was on the floor was really powerful,”
Black Female Forum member and diein partaker Ayjah Maggett ’17 said.
A flyer was passed around to spectators containing information about what
the students were doing, ensuring that
everyone in the community was well
informed on the situation.
“I’m just glad it happened,” Elise
Lyght ’17, also a member of the Black
Female Forum, said. “It feels really
liberating.”
The conversation continued on February 2 at Broadening the Conversation About Race, a weekly M block
discussion, and open Black Male and
Female Forum meetings on February
4 and 11.

E. Lyght ‘17 lies “dead” with “I can’t breathe” written on her arms.

photos by K. Kowenhoven ’15

Bystanders look at the die-in protesters and read an information sheet that
was handed out at either end of the die-in area. The flyer explained the goals
and purposes of the Black Forums’ die-in protest. On the back of the flyer
were quotes from members of the forums and an invitation for a discussion
with the Black Forums or with the Broadening the Conversation about Race
club. The flyer also welcomed viewers to react however they wanted to, as
long as it was respectful.

E. Lyght ‘17 and R. Margolis ‘17 read a sign quoting Eric Garner’s last words.
Garner was choked to death by a policeman in Staten Island, NY on July 17,
2014. On December 3, 2014, a grand jury decided not to indict the policeman.
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Handicapped go out of the way for access
by Leah Smith ’16

On November 26, Jeff Metzel
’18 was hit by a car while crossing an intersection, and broke his
leg. After surgery, he returned to
school in a wheelchair, temporarily.
However, there was a problem: the basement classroom
where he took physics is not
handicap accessible. The class
was moved upstairs to the math
and science hallway to accommodate him.
His situation highlights a
problem that is rarely in the
spotlight at Park: while we adhere to all required codes, our
building is not very accommodating to wheelchairs or other
handicapped people.
In particular, the basement
classrooms and front entrance
are both inaccessible to wheelchairs, despite often being used
by students.
That said, there has been a
concerted effort, in accordance
with Maryland law, to make
much of Park accessible, including the turf field, newly renovat-

ed bathrooms, and lifts or ramps
added in the hallways. “As we
move through the school, and do
any renovations, accessibility is a
major consideration,” Joan Webber, Director of Finance and Operations, said. “We have made it
a priority.”
These developments, while
a notable improvement, still
present some challenges. “The
ramps are a bit narrow, and can
be pretty difficult to maneuver,”
Metzel said.
Some bathrooms still have not
been redone to include a handicap stall, and athletic fields lack
paths that are wheelchair-accessible.
The basement in the Blaustein
building was originally intended
for storage when the building was
constructed in 1995. Over the
years, its function has changed,
to include more student-related
activities, such as classes. But
installing an elevator would be
costly, and Metzel’s case is one
of the few times that the lack of
accessibility has been an issue.
The front entrance is the most
significant problem. The school

would be required to make it
handicap accessible if it were
renovated, in order to bring it up
to current building codes. “Not
only do we want it to be handicap
accessible, it will be a requirement,” Webber said.
Such improvements seem like
they will be in the distant future.
The school is currently creating
a “master plan” that will incorporate rebuilding designs that could
possibly make the front entrance
and other areas accessible. For
now, those unable to use stairs
have to either enter through the
Arts Center or Lower School.
It is clear that Park has made
an effort to accommodate all students. The fact that many athletic
fields, including the new turf
field, contain ramps is an impressive feat.
However, classrooms and the
main entrance to our school remain inaccessible, which is a serious fault in our facilities. Even
though it takes an uncommon
situation like Metzel’s—or those
of other students with physical
limitations—to bring attention
to the problem, it ought to be

the responsibility of the school
to ensure that every part of our

building is accessible to every
member of the community.

cartoon by Ruby Miller ’16

Asian-Americans excluded from diversity conversation
by Thao Kahn ’17
Diversity at Park, in my experience,
has been divided into two categories.
You’re either white and privileged, a fact
about which you are told to feel guilty, or
black and should fully embrace that you
are as equal a member of this community
as anyone else. This has made it difficult
for those who fall into a category somewhere in between.
At Park, we welcome conversation, especially conversation related to diversity.
Yet there have been few conversations
about the conflict that I feel as someone
of Asian heritage who is also entirely
American. Additionally, as with a number
of the Asian-American kids at Park, I am
adopted, which adds another layer of complexity to the question of what it means to
be an American of Asian heritage.
This group of Asian-Americans would
certainly have different perspectives on
diversity and identity that would be interesting to talk about, but I’ve encountered two distinct sub-groups: those who
would like to talk about any experiences
they have had, but are unable to put it into
words, and those who want nothing to do
with being anything other than American
(rather than a hyphenated American).
Until a few years ago, I hadn’t really
thought of myself as anything other than
American. This changed when I wrote
my eighth grade speech about Asian-

Americans and the model minority myth.
The model minority myth is the idea that
Asian-Americans are quiet, respectful of
authority, good entrepreneurs, hardworking, diligent, good at math and science,
passive, and non-confrontational. Given
that many would see these as “good”
characteristics, one might think that
Asian-Americans would be pleased with
the model minority stereotype, or at least
have nothing to complain about, but this
is not the case.
Since the model minority myth says
that Asian-Americans are quiet and respectful of authority, we are used to setting an example for other minorities to
show how much minorities can progress
to become part of the majority. As a result,
Asian-Americans may not be seen as real
people and individuals—as having problems and disadvantages.
“I think that racism towards Asian
people can oftentimes be more subtle,”
Jeremy Dy ’17 said, addressing the model
minority myth.
“Lots of the stereotypes of Asians are
‘positive ones’ and can almost be passed
off as a compliment. I think that the way
people are racist towards people of AsianAmerican descent can be harder to talk
about,” he said.
Some people argue that students should
feel comfortable bringing up this issue for
discussion, and that if this were really an
issue, the students would demand change.

However, identity and diversity conversations can be personal and complicated; it
is the job of the school and the teachers
to foster an environment where difficult
conversations can take place.
“I don’t know how deliberately faculty are introducing the question of AsianAmerican identity into the work that we
do with students,” Head of School Dan
Paradis said. “The problem for anyone
in a minority group is that you feel that
until you raise the issue, you are invisible.
Should we be waiting for our students to
raise the issue, or do we owe it to the students and members of community to introduce [the conversation] in intentional
ways?”
We have recently had Upper School assemblies about the events that took place
in Ferguson and Staten Island, which included statistics about white, black, and
Latino people. Asian-Americans were
never mentioned in these assemblies.
There are posters in the Upper School
that say “Black Lives Matter,” and while
I support the assembly and the focus on
the negative things that happened in Ferguson and Staten Island, there are crimes
that have been committed against AsianAmericans that haven’t gotten this kind of
attention, either at Park or in the media.
There is a history of violent crimes
against Asian-Americans that largely go
unnoticed. A store in Ferguson where the
events took place was looted during the

protests. The shop owner was Indian,
but he asked that his name be removed
from any papers because he was afraid
he would be targeted if people knew who
he is. Nothing was mentioned about this
fact during the assembly.
When asked to comment on this lack of
impact, Director of Civic Engagement and
Service Learning Rommel Loria said, “It’s
just another example of how the model
minority myth makes Asian-Americans
seem like an invisible minority, when they
could be harmed in just the same ways
as other groups, but don’t seem to be on
the radar when things like this happen to
them.”
I know that Park is an inclusive community and willing to have difficult conversations. I don’t feel excluded in many
ways, but when it comes to diversity, I
feel invisible.
I think that Asian-American students
at Park would feel more included in diversity conversations (and more willing to
participate) if some changes were made.
For example, there should be a revamp of
the Asian Culture Club to more accurately
reflect the reality of the Asian-American
community, and Asian-Americans should
be mentioned in assemblies relating to minority injustice.
It is the job of the students and faculty
to create an environment where people
feel that they can speak up about issues
that they feel are important.
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Making our own decisions about snow days
by Hayley Miller ‘16
Each winter, the community gathers together in the much-anticipated tradition of
feeling embittered about our lack of snow
cancellations. The age-old generalization
of Park rarely receiving snow days dates
back to the 1970s.
Although our administration and many
of our policies have changed dramatically
since then, we typically remain one of
the only schools in Baltimore open during snowstorms. Even though I am often
disappointed, along with my classmates
and teachers, changing our policy to follow the county’s rulings on school cancellations would be impractical and would
likely result in additional school days
added to the end of the year.
When deciding whether to cancel
school, Head of School Dan Paradis focuses on two main subjects: the conditions of the roads throughout the region
and Park’s ability to open campus safely,
which requires thorough plowing and salt-

ing.
There are no quantitative qualifications
for what would determine a snow day, and
the facilities staff and transportation staff
are the ones that typically gather information about the driving conditions. Their
opinions, along with reports from local
news sources, are discussed by Paradis
and Lorraine Breining, the director of facilities. But it is Paradis who eventually
makes the final decision.
When comparing Park’s policies to
the policies of other area schools, Paradis
emphasizes that although some systems
cancel school out of an abundance of caution, he tries to reach a decision on what is
actually predicted to happen. For example,
many schools closed on January 26 due
to possible precipitation in the afternoon,
while Park decided on a two-hour delay
due to the probable forecast of only one
inch of snow in the afternoon.
Additionally, Paradis explains that
although Park carefully follows how
the Baltimore County and City systems

respond to poor weather, it’s difficult to
blindly follow these systems.
“The county and the city have to think
about different issues,” Paradis said.
“They have to think about all of the different schools in the system and whether
they can all be opened. They have to think
about the road conditions in every corner of the county, so they will sometimes
make a call because of concern about
some significant portion of the county
that doesn’t directly impact us.”
As an accredited independent school,
Park is required to hold 170 school days a
year and typically schedules an additional
three days for unexpected cancellations.
If we were to exceed these three days, the
school would be required to remove vacation days, or add additional school days to
the end of the year. In 2014, the Baltimore
County system used a total of nine snow
days and was forced to make up an additional four. If Park were to always follow
the public school systems, we’d need to
have additional school days in June.

Although Park highly considers student
safety when making these decisions, it
is still important that families feel comfortable disagreeing with particular calls
and are able to keep their children home
from school if they choose to do so. On
January 12, a day in which the majority
of Baltimore county schools had a delay
at minimum, Cole Simon ’16, along with
many other students, chose to remain
home because it was unsafe for him to
travel. “The driving conditions were deplorable; I didn’t want to risk my safety
to be at school,” he said. It’s critical that
we recognize these hesitations as valid,
and that teachers avoid penalizing these
students for missing class.
Contrary to popular belief, the Park
weather cancellation policy does not need
to be repaired because there simply is no
better alternative. Although there are occasionally decisions that members of the
community disagree with, families should
ultimately be able to make these choices
for themselves.

Are you wiser than Eisner?

Can we disconnect and be alone?
by Mollie Eisner ‘17
I remember the first time my
parents left me home alone. It
was a Saturday. I walked downstairs in my sheep slippers and
put tea on the kettle. I remember
sipping my Chai and basking
in the morning sunlight. In essence, I think I’ve always been a
60-year-old man inclined to take
naps, read long books, and laugh
at myself. But as I’ve gotten
older (in a trivial way, seeing as
I’m perpetually middle aged), it’s
harder for me to be truly alone
like I was that Saturday morning.
And that’s because I’m always
connected—via social media or
texting.
In an interview on Late Night
with Conan O’Brien, Louis C. K.
said that he will not get smartphones for his children because
they are “toxic.” He said, “you
need to build an ability to just be
yourself and not be doing something. That’s what the phones are
taking away, the ability to just
sit there. That’s being a person.”
When my phone is on, I’m not
alone. The moment I heard my
text tone, I used to come running.
Yes, it was intriguing to have all
of my friends a post or a text
away…until it wasn’t.
I find that text conversations
aren’t substantive. They mostly
consist of stale questions like
“how r u” and “what up.” Texts,
to me, are a bore. On the flipside,

if I am having a serious conversation over text, I often misinterpret it. Here’s why:
Dr. Albert Mehrabian found
in his studies that seven percent
of communication is words. Although this number has been
disputed, the point is that the
majority of communication is
vocal tone and body language.
When we text, we don’t have
access to 93 percent of communication, except for, perhaps,
the rogue emoji. It’s hard to understand what someone is trying
to say if you can only use seven
percent of your communication skills. When children use
texting as their primary form of
communication, “they don’t get
to practice the art of interpreting
nonverbal visual cues,” Sherry
Turkle, author of Alone Together
and Professor of the Social Studies of Science and Technology at
MIT, said.
“They don’t build empathy,”
C. K. said. Turkle said that kids
prefer to have hard conversations
over text because it’s easier—
less painful. But by escaping the
pain, “the complexity and messiness of human communication
gets shortchanged.”
Model, television presenter,
‘it’ girl, and queen of cool Alexa
Chung writes in her book entitled
It (see, I told you she’s an ‘it’
girl—most literally): “The other
day a completely shocking thing
happened. A man who wanted to

ask me out for a drink actually
phoned me rather than texting.
Actually asked me how I was,
actually was bold enough to have
a proper conversation with me.”
If Chung thinks texting isn’t
cool, it’s not cool. (If you’re
still unsure, the Editor-in-Chief
of Vogue uses a flip phone. Think
about that.)
Social media is, like texting,
mind numbing and monotonous.
We aimlessly scroll through our
news feed, anxiously awaiting
notifications and often feeling
left out. “Social networking is an
ironic name for something that
has little to do with connecting
us with others and everything to
do with self-promotion,” Chung
said.
Social media is just that—
self-promotion. Only a miniscule
part of it is useful, like sharing
information or communication.
All the rest is showing others
that you’re social and busy and
attractive.
As a society, we’ve subscribed to Mark Zuckerberg’s
mundane ‘liking’ system as if
we don’t have more complex
ways to show our appreciation
or dislike. (Let’s not forget that
Facebook originated from Zuckerberg’s prior creation, Facemash—“a website in which you
could compare the attractiveness
of two Harvard students, voting with the click of a mouse,”
Rebecca Davis O’Brien wrote

cartoon by Josie Renkwitz ’18

in her article titled “The Truth
Behind ‘The Social Network.’”)
Chung writes that social media is
a “breeding ground for the dull.
Thanks to Twitter, Facebook, and
Myspace, soon I shall resort to
grunting, pointing, and ‘liking’
as a means of communication…
Where will all this end up? Will
we completely lose our ability to
be private, respectful, subtle?”
Essentially, humans are afraid
of being alone. Watch any horror movie or romantic comedy to
figure it out. We never want to be
that last character to be killed—
or that last character that isn’t
married. Books and movies like
Wild and Tracks are the minority,
and are usually met with remarks
like, “this story is amazing, but
I could never do that.” This pri-

mary social need to not end up
alone has blossomed with technological advances in communication. Now we never want to
be alone—ever. With technology,
when we’re alone, we can feel
like someone is with us. We’ve
adapted to this. We “don’t want
to be alone for a second because
it’s so hard,” C. K. said.
How about we unsubscribe.
Unfollow. Not respond for a little
bit.
When we’re alone, let’s be
truly alone. When we’re not, let’s
be truly present. Why live in the
middle wasteland?
Chung puts it best: “Every
time you post a picture of yourself to Instagram looking fake
happy, a fairy dies.” There you
have it, folks.
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Competition is not motivation for better grades
by Lindsey Weiskopf ’18
In any class, grade, or school,
competition over test scores and
grades is inevitable. Although
some people experience pressure from their peers more than
others, it is unavoidable for everyone. As I began high school,
I noticed this much more than I
ever had before.
During the first few weeks of
school, after an assignment was
returned, no one could leave the
room without a flood of people
asking how they did, or peeking
at turned-around papers. Whether the person wants to share their
score or not, it is an uncomfortable situation for all.
All students go through this
at some point, but the current
freshmen seem to be struggling
through this issue more than
usual.
This is because ninth graders
are insecure and are not used to
receiving grades. Unlike most
schools, Park students do not
receive letter grades until Upper
School. Once new high schoolers do receive grades, there is an
added pressure because of the
unfamiliarity of the new evaluation style.
“I think that it can be harm-

ful to people who feel personally
that they did a good job, and then
compare that to other people,”
Lisa Eshleman ’18 said.
Students have resorted to lying about their scores due to fear
of embarrassment. In response,
students have made an effort to
confirm that the information they
received about another’s grade
is truthful by peeking at their
scores.
While evident to students, this
competition is not as obvious to
teachers. “I tend not to hear the
‘What’d you get, what did you
get’ thing that you might expect,”
Mimi Cukier, Upper School
math teacher said. Most of the
competitive discussions occur
during breaks, and before or after school.
“I’m not seeing people in
the hallways or when my back
is turned,” Cukier said. Teachers try to prevent this by telling
their students not to share their
grades or ask others to, but that
does not stop students from doing it anyway.
More so than other classes,
math is the most competitive.
“I think that it is prevalent in all
classes, but math goes above all
others,” Jack Kalvar ’18 said.
“Math is a universal thing that

everyone has to learn,” Kalvar
said. “So when people get higher
grades than others, it’s as if you
are below them.”
Since there is not much room
for interpretation in math classes, students have more ability to
show off their knowledge. “It’s
so public in math, how quickly
students are able to understand
the material, and even how
deeply they understand can be
very apparent to other people,”
Cukier said.
Some may say that comparing oneself to others motivates
people instead of bringing them
down.
While it may motivate specific people, there are better
and healthier ways to encourage
more effort and participation in
class.
“It makes me feel worse if I
didn’t do well,” Eshleman said.
Instead of comparing ourselves
to other people, we should try
motivational strategies like setting goals or rewarding ourselves
when we do well.
In the future, let’s all (myself
included) make a better effort to
keep our scores to ourselves and
respect the privacy of others to
erase tensions, and motivate each
other in a positive way.

cartoon by Nikita Shtarkman ’16

Ninth grade is too soon to worry about college
Ilana Miller ‘18
It’s no secret that college
stress drives high school kids
crazy: we want to find the best
fit for the next four years. But
is it normal to be stressing out
over these things with almost
four more years of high school
left to finish?
It’s not false that younger
and younger students are beginning to stress out over college:

where to go, what grades are
needed, what extra-curriculars
to do. There’s a world of possibilities. And even though we
are just starting high school, the
freshmen already want to be immersed into the college process.
That said, freshmen do not
worry every second of the day
about the school they’re going to
go to after senior year, although
it’s still a topic that comes up frequently. “I think about college

cartoon by Tyrese Duncan-Moore ’18

moderately. Since my brother is
a senior, college is a topic that
I hear often. I also sometimes
think about college and which
one I would like to go to,” Jack
Kalvar ’18 said.
College is a topic that freshmen think about more than we
need to. Some people are even
concerned about how freshman
grades will affect our college
admissions. But do freshman
grades really matter?
According to college counselor Liz Hirsch, “They [grades]
matter less in ninth grade and
more as you go through high
school. The most recent grades
are probably the most important
grades, but there are many colleges that will take a grade point
average, which means each grade
weighs equal,” she said. “You
don’t necessarily have to be focused on college to be doing well
in school.”
Grades are not the only
thing triggering college stress
for freshmen. We are often described as little fish in a big pond;
we observe more than we con-

tribute. And we are constantly
surrounded by upperclassmen
talking about colleges: we hear
about where they get in, where
they didn’t get in, and who’s going to what school.
This is a topic that comes up
in casual conversation among
us. When we hear about seniors
getting into a great school, it’s
motivating, and we often compare our intelligence to theirs
without having even spoken a
word to them.
The pressure of watching upperclassmen applying and deciding on colleges also worries
freshmen.
“Sometimes it seems a bit intimidating when seniors get into
schools, because you not only realize that you’re going to be them
in four years, but it also puts a bit
of pressure on you to also get into
the ‘right’ college,” Felice Falk
’18 said.
All of us have three more
years of high school, and most
of us haven’t even been on a college tour, so why do we feel the
need to have our college picked

out and ready to go? I know I do
the same thing, even taking it to
extremes sometimes by browsing
through admissions articles on
university websites to see what
it takes to get in, or by asking
my dad to take me on a college
tour this summer. I’m not even
a quarter through high school,
and I already want to plan out
my future.
“The best thing to do is to
think about your high school experience; try to get the most out
of it,” Hirsch said. “In freshman
and sophomore year, there’s really no great benefit to thinking
about college in a specific way.”
We really don’t have much of
a reason to worry, because we go
to a great school which values
education and really prepares
us to get into a variety of different colleges. And to all those
stressed-out underclassmen (including myself), I don’t think a
B will determine your fate in a
bad way. You should do extracurriculars because you enjoy
them, and not because you dream
of going to Harvard.
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Seniors bond in the face of college rejections

photo by K. Kouwenhoven ’15

by Nikki Haririan ‘15
I got rejected from Tufts. There, I
said it. Tufts—the school I spent months
dreaming about going to and what felt
like eternities writing essays for. Tufts,
the school I decided to give up my early
decision card to, couldn’t have rejected
me harder unless I ran completely naked
from Baltimore to Medford, Massachusetts and threw myself in its lap, begging
for them to give me a shot.
I, like many kids in my grade and many
kids in the country, was unable to get an
acceptance letter, otherwise known as that

blessed letter that goes a little something
like, “Congratulations, we’re so excited to
have you come and spend all of your family’s money at our school! Go [insert inane
mascot name]s! xoxo, Dean Old White
Guy.” It’s been a couple of months since
a chunk of the senior class and I saw our
dreams and goals stomped into a powder
in front of our faces. But oddly, it’s been
a great time.
Most people at Park know that ever
since middle school, my grade has been
incredibly stressed and driven. We’re all
neurotic balls of insanity, able to burst
into tears at a B- on a test we studied all
night for. One would think that we would
be jumping off bridges after getting rejected from our dream schools. As much
as I’d like to joke that the reason that’s
untrue is because the Arts Center bridge
is encased in glass and jumping would be
futile, we’re all actually sane because of
each other.
For non-seniors, talking about college
with seniors in the time frame of September to April is simultaneously taboo but
done all the time anyway. For seniors,
talking about college with non-seniors is
extremely grating. Sorry Mom and Dad.
Also I’m sort of sorry to every underclassman I wanted to punt for asking me if I
knew what I was doing for school, but you
guys deserve it, and when you’re a senior,
you’ll understand.
Being a senior is like being on the island in Lost: you know other people exist

outside of the island, but the people on the
island with you are also undergoing this
traumatizing thing, so you want to vent
and relate to all of them instead of the
non-island people. Since we are of that
blessed age where we’re still kids but
forced to genuinely sit down and think
about our futures, it’s easy for seniors to
feel like they’re alone and isolated from
the people in their life that aren’t experiencing the same thing. In the midst of this
despair and quarter-life crises, we cling
to whatever we can and while that could
have been experimenting with things like
drugs and alcohol, the senior class has
been experimenting with people. Not in
the scientific way or the sexual way, but
instead, in an amiable way.
We became perfect examples of the
Golden Rule: treat others the way you
would want to be treated. You were excited for everyone who got into places, not
just because you would hope for them to
be happy for you if you got in, but because
you were genuinely joyful for someone to
achieve their goals, since you know how
hard they worked to get there, as someone
who’s doing the same thing. On the other
hand, you felt the pain of people who got
rejections or deferrals like a shot in the
heart. You realize that these kids stopped
being your classmates and became your
family somewhere along this weird road
of high school, so their agony is yours.
You reach out to the girl who was in some
of your math classes that you were never

that close with. You offer sympathy to the
guy you were in a play with. You extend
your arms and find that everyone else has
their arms wide open as well.
The college process is hard, I’m not
going to lie or sugar coat that for all you
underclassmen. There are days where you
will be paralyzed with fear and stress.
Those days may come during the application process or in the weeks before your
decision is released. Maybe you’ll be like
me, and basically be unable to do anything
for the two weeks before your decision
comes in the mail (shout-out to all my
very kind teachers). If you get a rejection,
it’ll suck. I don’t think we’re allowed to
publish the words that would best describe
how a college rejection feels. My own rejection emotions peaked with me collapsing on some stairs in my garage, sobbing
and screaming at my sweet mother (again,
sorry Mom).
But, luckily, there’s a bright side:
you’re going to get in somewhere. For
the most part, the “where” doesn’t matter.
College is what you make of it, just like
any level of school. You could go to Harvard and never go to any classes, which
would be awful, or you could go to CCBC
and be very involved in the community,
and have an amazing learning experience.
In the meantime, you can sit around with
your friends, laughing and making fun
of the schools stupid enough to not want
someone as great as you, because trust me,
you’re awesome.

Literary magazines serve as creative outlets
by Dakotah Jennifer ‘18
There are many literary magazines and writing outlets in the
Upper School, including Grit,
Yawp, and Writ. These magazines are forums where students
can submit pieces of writing to
share with other students outside
of their classes.
Grit was an independent study
by Nikki Haririan ’15, which is
an option for students who want
to pursue an interest that isn’t
covered by regular course offers.
Under the guidance of Director
of Library Services Susan Weintraub, Haririan decided to create
a literary magazine with a specific theme: smart media for smart
teens. “I didn’t want to talk down
to them [teens] the way that other magazines for teenagers do,”
she said. The magazine consists
mostly of Haririan’s work, as
well as some submissions from
other students. Every submission
Haririan received was put into
the magazine. It’s a lot of work,
but Haririan also found it fun to
create. The magazine is finished,
but still needs some edits and

will be published this year.
Yawp is a literary magazine
for creative writing. It is a student-run club that every Tuesday
at X block. There are currently
seven or eight core members
and others who come when they
can. “[Yawp] is for people who
are creative,” faculty adviser and
English teacher Angela Balcita
said.
Students in the club inspire
and bounce ideas off of each other. Balcita likes the idea of sharing written work with others. “If
you’re going to write something,
why not share it?” she said.
“Yawp is in a current reimagination,” Balcita said, who
shares the role of faculty adviser
with English teacher Kirk Wulf.
Balcita says that more pieces of
writing are going to help the rebuilding of Yawp, including the
submissions from the writing
contest that was held in January.
The contest, which ended January 31, invited students to submit
any completed written stories or
poetry that they wrote. The winner will receive $30, second and
third place prizes will be $20 and

$15. Many students entered their
work and the club members had
to scour the submissions. “We’re
trying to make something out of
nothing, we’re trying to make
poetry out of thin air, we’re trying to make videos out of a bunch
of ideas.” Balcita said. “That’s
what Yawp is about.”
In the past, the magazine was
published once per year. Currently, a time for the publication
of Yawp is not determined, but it
should be out before the school
year ends.
Writ is also a forum for students to experiment with the
writing. It, too, is open for student submissions, but it’s quite
different from Grit or Yawp: its
theme is anything and everything
related to French language and
culture.
Writ’s first issue this year
was released in December, and
the next issue will come out this
spring. The December issue had
sections on food, travel, poetry,
film, music, traditions, and even
French-related events in Baltimore. Ellie Cody `15 joined the
club at the beginning of this year.

She enjoys the club and the experience it brings. “The material
becomes a product of genuine
enthusiasm,” Cody said. “It’s
an amazing opportunity to work
with the language in a new way.”
Writ is a fun way to work with
the French language, rather than
a tedious project. There are two

other contributors besides Cody:
French teacher Jenny Sorel and
Alia Satterfield `15. “[Writ is]
completely open to submissions
from other upper school students,” Cody said, “We would
love to include work from a
range of students and teachers
in the next edition.”

photo by N. Blau ’18

Yawp club members read submissions to the writing contest
that was held in January.
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Building a budget in changing times
Head of School Dan Paradis undertakes the creation and the explanation of a complex decision process
by Grace Croley ’15 and
Matthew Singer ’15

T

he faculty meeting had an atmosphere not unlike one found in an
English class. Teachers sat in the Blaustein Lecture Hall attentively, if a little
fidgety, eating potato chips and sipping
water. Many took notes on a laptop or in
notebooks, raising their hands to ask Head
of School Dan Paradis to go back to a
previous slide or to explain a graph. One
teacher crocheted to keep her hands busy.
The meeting took place on a wintry
day in January 14, just after the Board of
Trustees approved the school’s budget for
Fiscal Year 2016. Paradis was tasked with
presenting to the faculty the budget for the
coming school year, including their raises.

Recession presents a new reality
After the Great Recession of 2008, independent schools entered a new reality
where many parents less readily surrender
tens of thousands of dollars for their children’s education. Along with the recession and a new President of the United
States, the school year of 2008-2009
brought with it a new Head of School in
Paradis taking the place of Interim Head
of School Michael Eanes. As the economy recovers, Park continues to make
progress in its own recovery. Paradis and
the Board of Trustees work to secure the
school’s financial future.
The Head of School is at the center of
the budget-making process, taking many
different sources of information into account. Paradis works along with Joan
Webber, Director of Finance and Operations, division heads and others to create
the budget that is eventually brought to
the Board of Trustees finance committee.
“At the end of the day they’re [the board
members] are going to say to me, ‘Show
us the balanced budget,’” Paradis said.
“We begin with this year’s budget. We
know how much revenue we had and how
much expense we calculated. We look toward next year and project the basic assumptions of the budget,” Paradis said.
This is the cornerstone of the budgeting
process. Working with the admissions
office, Paradis takes into account anticipated enrollment. Also in the equation

are expected tuition revenues, how much
the school will be able to draw from the
endowment, and likely contributions. To
balance the budget, the head must also
look at expenses. Through communication with principals, the development office, and Webber, it’s possible to calculate
the costs of running the school. While
the largest expenses are faculty salaries
and benefits, expenses can include anything from building maintenance to snow
removal.

A budget based on enrollment
Budget-building is extremely difficult
in practice. “It begins with enrollment,”
Paradis said. Then, looking at each division, Paradis asks how many teachers
are needed, department by department,
to staff programs to support everything
principals want to do. These numbers do
not vary greatly from year to year, forcing
the school to create most new efficiencies
on the side of facilities in order to keep expense increases on track with the Higher
Education Price Index (HEPI).
Once the proposed budget is completed, it goes to the Board of Trustees for
approval. The budget is first presented to
the board’s finance committee. This crucial committee includes staff, board members, and members of the community who
have experience in the field of finance.
Staff members who sit on the committee include both Paradis and Webber, but
also Upper School English teacher and
college counselor Liz Hirsch, whose presence ensures that faculty have a voice in
important financial decisions.

Difficult decisions after 2008
While the budget-making process did
not change significantly in the wake of
the Great Recession, the economic disaster forced the Board and Paradis to make
tough choices to keep the school financially viable for the years to come. “2008
represented a moment where any business, including schools, including Park,
had to step back and look at how we were
managing our finances and make some
difficult decisions about tightening our
budgets. Everyone had to realize we have
to do business differently,” Paradis said.

‘2008 represented a moment
where any business, including
schools, had to step back and
look at how we were managing
our finances and make some
difficult decisions about tightening our budgets. Everyone
had to realize we have to do
business differently’
—Dan Paradis,
Head of School
photo by K. Kouwenhoven ’15

Without sacrificing a competitive program, Paradis had to make changes in
how the school handled its money. This
included cutting back across the board
as well as creating an operating reserve
and addressing the school’s debt, which
to this day stands at about $11 million.
“People realized that rainy days come and
you have to be ready for them when they
arrive,” he said.

Private school tuition vs. college
Even in the recovering economy, parents are more wary of signing on for years
and years of private school tuition to be
followed by ever climbing college tuition
rates. The school must make the school
attractive to prospective parents and their
children, whether that is through small
class sizes or free after-day care for the
Middle School. “Will parents ultimately
think that it’s worth it? It’s more than a
million dollar question,” Paradis said.
In the January 14 faculty meeting,
Paradis presented the approved budget.
He broke down the assumptions of the
budget into two categories: those made
about revenue and those made about expenses. Revenue assumptions include any
related to money coming into the school’s
operating budget, such as predictions of
enrollment, tuition, and growth of the Annual Fund.
The budget for FY16 presumes a drop
in enrollment by five students, from 820
to 815, which Paradis attributed in part to
the size of the current senior class. With
tuition remission and financial assistance
factored in, the school expects to collect
$16.4 million in tuition revenue. This
meets the goal set by the budget to average net tuition at approximately $20,000
per student.

Reducing the draw from endowment

Source: Previous versions of Park’s website on archive.org and Office of Admission

Building the school’s budget begins with enrollment projections and ends
in setting tuition. Tuition for Upper School is represented in nominal dollars
from FY01 to FY16.

In addition to the revenue brought in
by tuition, the operating budget will also
draw upon 4.7 percent of the endowment.
This represents a relative drop in withdrawal. For the past few years, the school
has been annually drawing five percent
of the endowment. Paradis said that the
board has set a goal of annually drawing

no more than 4.5 percent to ensure the
financial health of the fund. Fortunately,
the endowment is strong, fortified with the
pledges of the Centennial Campaign and
with the returning strength of the market.
The Faculty and Curricular Advancement program (FACA), which offers
professional development opportunities
for faculty, is supported by an investment
fund. In light of the recent strong state of
the markets, the budget for FACA will
grow healthily. Professional development
is also supported by a portion of the yearly
operating budget, which will increase by
two percent.
In addition to paying the expenses of
administering Park’s program, the budget must account for aging facilities. One
facet of the “financial discipline” prioritized by the board is setting aside adequate
funds each year for ground and building
maintenance, the cost of which grows as
physical structures age.
Caring for decaying grounds is only
one of the concerns considered by the creators of the budget when allocating money
to the operating reserves, the “rainy day”
portion of the budget. “We were significantly behind, in terms of our operating
budget,” Paradis said. “I’m happy to say
that we are now at our goal,” an operating
reserve that is 10 percent the size of the
school’s net revenue.
One persistent concern for the administration is the amount of debt being
carried by the school. The renovation of
the Wyman Arts Center in 2003 and of
the Athletic Center in 2004 contributed
to debt the school now owes. “What we
have worked toward every year is increasing the amount we pull from our operating fund in order to meet our debt obligations,” Paradis said.
Issues large and small are confronted
in the discussion of the budget. In the staff
meeting, faculty members raised questions of how to best distribute increases
in salaries. But Paradis also fields requests
from department heads advocating for
funding for all aspects of their programs.
Although “there is a general understanding that we have to do our best with limited resources,” Paradis said, “it hasn’t
stopped people from advocating for what
they think they need for their program.”
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Art teacher Garry Cerrone to retire after 41 years
by Catherine Robbins ’18
If you were to ask your average upperclassman which teacher you ought to get
to know at Park, Garry Cerrone would be
one of the most frequent answers. “He’s
like a hedgehog,” Nina Olshan ’16 said.
“He has a really prickly exterior but is a
super sweet and soft and great person.”
Cerrone has been at Park since 1974
and teaches classes such as ceramics, jewelry making, woodworking, and making
traditional musical instruments.
Olshan is proof that you don’t need to
take one of Cerrone’s classes to develop
a strong connection with him.
“I actually never took a real class with
him, but I have stopped in his shop over
the years and he has always helped me out
with stuff,” Olshan said. “Recently, when
I was in Engineering, I was building an
electric cello, and he was invaluable. I

spent a lot of time in the shop just talking
to him and trying to figure out problems.
It was great.”
Alex Willard ’16 has taken multiple
classes taught by Cerrone, including
woodworking and ceramics.
“I just built a relationship with him
over the course of the last three years; he’s
always been generous as far as letting me
come in and do work in my free time,”
Willard said.
Cerrone’s playful attitude helps his
students to feel more comfortable, and
he is always willing to give tips or lend a
hand. “Garry is a genuinely nice person
who is not afraid to give you a hard time,”
Willard said.
Noah Sopher ’17 also took Cerrone’s
ceramics class. He made a bust of Gary
completely out of clay. It only took him
about four classes to make, and it is incredibly lifelike. When asked how he
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Left: Cerrone teaches ceramics. Right: Sophomore Noah Sopher’s bust of Cerrone.

came up with the idea, Sopher said: “Because Garry’s awesome.”
Cerrone himself sees the positives and
the negatives of his retirement. “I will
miss the kids the most, but I’m looking
forward to not having to work around a
schedule,” he said.
He has big plans for the future though,
including traveling more, especially in the
fall. Cerrone and his wife plan to visit relatives in Europe more frequently. “One of
my goals is to go over there and help them
with the olive harvest,” he said.
Although Cerrone is leaving Park, it
does not mean that he is giving up his
crafts. While Cerrone has his own space
in his house for art, he has appreciated the
space here as well.
“I really enjoy having this space to
work with; to teach kids what I do,” Cerrone said. He will continue to do what he
loves, and he is looking forward to doing

it whenever he wants.
He loves it here, but doesn’t want to
stay past his prime.
“I don’t want to get to the point where
they have to carry me out of here on a
gurney. There are people that stay too long
and I’m in a good position right now,”
Cerrone said. “I want to leave on a high
note.”
Even though his jokes and inspiration
will no longer be here in person, Cerrone
will be in the hearts of all his students,
including those he never actually taught.
“He’s been very gracious towards me and
dozens of other people,” Willard said.
If you’re looking for Cerrone next year,
you will find him making artistic masterpieces or picking olives. He will be missed
by many, including Olshan, who said: “He
is incredibly knowledgeable; he is a wise
person; and he distributes that knowledge
freely, and that’s a big loss.”

photo courtesy Communications Office
Garry Cerrone and fellow art teacher Christine Tillman in a photo booth at the
2013 Centennial celebration.

MS broadens horizons through Exploratory Learning Week
by Lindsey Weiskopf ’18

Every year Middle School students
spend a week taking intensive courses.
Different from the usual classes such as
math and history, Exploratory Learning
Week, or ELW, offers classes like Zumba,
Chocolate and Crepes, and Babysitting
Training. Students participate in three
courses every day of the week. This year
students participated in these fun and educational classes from January 26 to 30.
For ELW to be effective, students, faculty and other members of the Park community donate their time and their skills
to running a course for the week. “The
first step was reaching out to faculty and
parents to request and lead courses for
this year’s ELW,” Jennifer Polt, Middle
School administrator and ELW coordinator, said. Once all of the courses are approved and finalized, students signed up
for the classes they wanted to take.
This year’s sign up process was different. “This year we did online sign ups,
and the students were really on-board with
that and made sure they got their requests
in on a timely fashion,” Polt said. This

made class placements easier for faculty
and students.
“It’s challenging to meet the requests
of the students and put them in the classes
that they really want to be in and still make
sure that there’s a sense of balance in their
schedule, and also within the individual
class rosters,” Polt said. When placing
students in classes, administrators avoid
putting someone in all classes revolving
around the same topic because it is very
important to be engaged in a wide variety
of experiences during ELW.
The classes offered ranged from athletics, cooking, mind games, and more.
All were energetic, educational and fun.
“You get to do lots of classes that you
don’t normally get to take,” Cici Osias
’19 said. Some students may only see it
as a week without homework, but there
are a lot of amazing takeaways and life
lessons learned about yourself, and the
community around you.
“I really liked How to Be a Daring Girl
because it was very active and fun, and we
got to do a lot of things I’ve never done
before like archery,” Charlotte Egginton
’21 said. Courses like “Daring Girls” are

photo by K. Kouwenhoven ’15

Two Middle School students enjoy their Exploratory Learning Week activity.

teaching young females how to be independent and to try new things.
Other classes had a more relaxed intention to help relieve stress from the end of
the semester, which was the week before.
“Tea and Conversation with Cathy was

really fun. We played lots of card games,
and we learned about teas that taste really
good,” Meg Jacoby ’19 said.
ELW was a successful week for Middle
School students focusing on spirited and
academic explorations.
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Immersion in the unconventional classroom
From February 18 to 20, students and faculty led activities for
Immersion Week. These 29 outof-the-ordinary classes ranged
from programming iPhone apps
to dancing to playing games to
exploring Baltimore and D.C.
Here we have some small snippets from writers about their
activities.
Mollie Eisner ’ 17
Struggling to carry my mom’s
ridiculously heavy sewing machine, I stumbled into Park on
the first day of Immersion Week.
Three broken sewing machines,
two muffins, and one trip to JoAnn Fabrics later, I came out
of the Seamsters’ Union activity with a polka-dot skirt, whale
pajama pants, and a coffee mug
apron. My fellow sewers made
dresses, skirts, pants, and stuffed
animals. At the end, we all felt
empowered and charmingly
domestic. Our new, Tim-Gunnapproved designs would not have
been possible without our talented, experienced, and extremely
supportive faculty advisers,
Nancy Fink and Dorrie Bright,
and student leader, Meg Piper
’17. See you soon, Heidi Klum.

Spencer Levitt ’18
I chose the activity Bridge, as
in the card game, led by Adam
Lessing ’15, Sabina Diaz-Rimal
’15, college counselor Tina Forbush, and English teacher Howard Berkowitz. It was a lot of
fun. The first day we learned the
very basics about how to play a
hand. The second day we learned
how to bid and score a rubber.
Then on the final day we played
a duplicate scoring tournament.
The American Contract Bridge
League sent us free decks of
cards, teaching books, four trophies for the top four finishers of
the tournament, and bags for all
the students with a clever Bridge
joke on the front. I ended up winning first place, bringing home
a trophy! This educational and
entertaining activity made for a
great immersion week experience.
Atira Koikoi ’17
In Film, Food, and Cultural
Fusions we watched Spike Lee
films, ate food that related to the
films, and then discussed each of
them. The first day we watched
Do the Right Thing, had a great
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The Russian Culture activity enjoys an authentic lunch.
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The Portrait activity created images using different mediums.
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Left: the Bridge activity plays a game. Right: S. Levitt ‘18 placed first in a Bridge tournament.

discussion about police brutality,
and ate pizza because the movie
is centered around a pizzeria.
Next was School Daze, a musical about Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCUs).
We learned a lot about HBCUs,
watched episodes of A Different
World, and ate Hip Hop Chicken,
which was definitely a highlight.
We ended the week with Malcom
X, learned about the nation of
Islam, and had bean pies. The
week was a great way to bond
with new people, watch great
movies, and eat really good food.
Catie Turner ’17
I spent Immersion Week
watching television and eating
Pringles. No, I did not stay home.
Yes, I was in The Evolution of
Sitcoms, led by Tony and Susan
Asdourian, and seniors Sophie
Bailowitz and Rachel Wingrat.
Our three-day mission: to decide
what was and wasn’t funny, definitively, for all generations to
come. Just kidding! We didn’t
do that. We watched some really
good TV and had very interesting discussions, though, which
counts as a win in my book. Despite a diversity of opinions in
the group (is Full House funny,
or is it absurd in a quasi-sentimental, kind of disturbing way?
Who knows!), we agreed that
while Leave It To Beaver relies
a bit heavily on hair-related insults to be as funny as Parks and
Recreation, they’re equally formulaic. NBC will never be the
same.
Nikita Shtarkman ’16
The Portraits class run by
Ruby Miller ’16 and I was a
great time. We had a collection
of`10 people all interested in
portraying people through twodimensional media.
It was a tightly knit group,
and the environment was per-

fect for creative expression and
experimentation. Although we
did some structured activities
and had a few PowerPoints of
famous artists, the majority of
the day was spent free-drawing.
The results of the course are really beautiful, and I strongly recommend all of you check out the
drawings hanging upstairs in the
art gallery.

also playing a pivotal role in activism and societal change. We
explored films such as When We
Were Kings, Chariots of Fire and
Invictus, examined essays about
Serena Williams and one-legged
wrestler Anthony Robles, and
engaged in a series of athletic
competitions. Overall, I really
enjoyed leading this activity and
believe it was a huge success.

Catherine Robbins ’18
I was in the Hidden Baltimore
and D.C. activity. We went to
D.C. all day twice, where we
split up into groups and could
go into any museum. On the first
day my group went to the Natural History Museum, and then the
National Archives.  On the second day we went to the National
Gallery of Art, the National Air
and Space Museum, and the National Museum of the American
Indian.
Back in Baltimore on Friday
we went to Lexington Market,
the Cryptology Museum, and
more. It was an amazing experience.

Dakotah Jennifer ’18
In The Art of Murder Mystery, we solved logic puzzles in
books, watched murder movies,
and even solved a murder mystery. We read about detectives,
and watched movies: Death on
the Nile, Murder By Death, and
an episode of a murder/comedy
TV show, Psych. We also solved
the fake death of Susan Weintraub with clues and statements.
We then acted out our own fake
murder case in which I was the
murderer! On the last day, we
solved a second more complex
murder of Tanner Cohan ’15 and
watched an episode of another
crime show. Best. Activity. Ever.

Ethan Harrison ’18
History teacher Daniel Jacoby
and ceramics teacher Garry Cerrone led a class entitled Building
in the Garden. Students built a
staircase leading to the upper
garden, two benches, two Adirondack chairs, an owl box, and
multiple birdhouses. Building the
projects was fun, and now they
will be on display in the garden
for people to see and use.
Justin Wyda ’ 15
Sara Lerner ’15 and I led an
activity called The Culture of
Sports. Our goal was to educate
students about how sports are
more than just a game—sports
can impact societies, countries
and even the entire world while
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Bob Carter leads O. Bullivant
‘17 in Ballroom Dancing.
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Big Eyes highlights injustice toward women in art
by Catie Turner ’17

Big Eyes, Tim Burton’s latest film,
opens starkly with an Andy Warhol quote:
“I think what Keane has done is just terrific. It has to be good. If it were bad, so
many people wouldn’t like it.” The words
appear against a black background; eventually they fade away, leaving the audience to wonder to what, exactly, the artist
is referring to.
There are two central conflicts in Big
Eyes: one is the tension around whether the near-grotesquely bug-eyed waifs
painted by Margaret D.H. Keane can be
considered art at all, and the second is that,
good or bad, Keane’s work was sold under
the name of her husband, Walter Keane,
throughout the 1950s and ’60s.
In the opening quote, Warhol was referring to the critically deplored, kitschy
aspect of the paintings. But as Big Eyes
progresses, the former issue is subsumed
almost entirely by the latter. This is not a
movie about the quality or nature of art,
but rather about the quality and nature of
woman’s role in the art world. And if Margaret Keane’s story is to be taken as an
indicator, that role has too often been inferior at best, erased completely at worst.
Amy Adams stars as the quietly passionate Margaret Keane. Fresh out of a divorce, new to San Francisco, and accompanied by little more than her daughter
and a collection of her paintings, Margaret

meets Walter Keane (Christoph Waltz), a
realtor-cum-artist. When Margaret’s exhusband wins a fight for custody, citing
Margaret’s unmarried status as a reason
for her being unfit to care for their child,
Margaret marries Walter. Despite doubts
expressed by Margaret’s art world-savvy
friend DeeAnn (Krysten Ritter), Margaret remains fully committed to her relationship with, and trust of, Walter—even
when he begins to claim ownership of her
work.
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Margaret Keane (Amy Adams) paints
bug-eyed portraits in the movie Big
Eyes.

As Keane’s work enjoys an exponential rise in popularity, Margaret begins to
doubt the goodness of her husband’s intentions. Finally, after years of lying about
the provenance of her paintings and suffering under Walter’s hyper-controlling

household regime, Margaret finally leaves
for Hawaii with her daughter. There, she
resolves to set the story straight once and
for all and files a slander suit against Walter.
Big Eyes is not a flamboyant movie:
Adams’ Margaret is a shy woman, living
and breathing for her daughter and her
paintings, and Waltz’s Walter goes from
goofy to sinister gradually, rarely exploding in the face of either the audience or
his family (though when he does explode,
it’s terrifying). But this reserved quality
makes the tragedy—and ultimate triumph
—of Margaret Keane’s story all the more
palpable. There’s no overt display of what
makes Margaret a victim and Walter a villain, which is, coincidentally, just how it
works off screen.
Throughout the history of art (not
to mention the histories of many other
things), it wasn’t necessary to be remarkably passive, remarkably weak, or remarkably anything, to have work stolen; it was
only necessary to be a woman. Likewise,
one needn’t have been nefarious in any
obvious way to claim ownership, only to
be able to exert a man’s power. People
have terrible things done to them, and
people do terrible things. But, in Big Eyes,
good trumps evil.
The movie is followed by an epilogue
explaining that Walter went to his death
denying his wrongs and that Margaret, at
88, still loves painting. Though Big Eyes

can be hard to watch—at low points, it’s
difficult not to feel angry, or sad, or some
volatile concoction of the two—there’s
payoff in the form of justice for Margaret,
the kind that all women robbed of credit
deserve.
Besides its emotional weight, Big Eyes
is aesthetically stunning. Burton’s ’50s
San Francisco provides a backdrop that, in
verdant hues, sets off the disaster unfolding in Margaret’s life. The soundtrack features a Golden Globe-nominated Lana del
Rey original. And while I can’t say I think
the Keane paintings are anything special
myself, their significance to Margaret is
tangible. They may not be great art, but
they are, in many ways, the heart of the
movie, and their presence—eerie, sentimental, charged—permeates Big Eyes.
Big Eyes is not only a gorgeous movie,
but a hugely important one. If stories like
Margaret Keane’s are shared, her fate can
be avoided for many women in the future. In one scene, Walter tells Margaret,
“Sadly, people don’t buy lady art.” In the
past, this maxim has been unfortunately
true; it doesn’t have to continue being so.
As women’s autonomy—as artists and
as people—grows, the barriers that made
it easy for Walter Keane to take credit can
be dismantled. Whether the art created
is good, bad, or something in between:
that’s anyone’s call. But no creation need
be fraught with the injustices perpetrated,
and overcome, in Big Eyes.

Controversial Interview spurs awareness
by Ross Greenberg ‘16

After a week of tension, death
threats, and security breaches,
Sony Pictures decided to release
its extremely controversial film,
The Interview, via the Internet
on Christmas Eve. This supposedly lighthearted movie, starring
Seth Rogen and James Franco,
joked about the assassination of
current North Korean supreme
leader, Kim Jong Un.
Apparently, Kim Jong Un
didn’t understand the humor.
His reviewal of this movie was
far less than friendly, as he condemned it as an “act of war.”
A film, which would otherwise
likely fizzle soon after its opening, was propelled into the international spotlight and brought
life to the little talked about conflict between the United States
and North Korea.
In the movie, Franco portrays
Dave Skylark, a Hollywood reporter who reports on celebrities. Rogen’s character, Aaron
Rapoport, grows sick of delivering puff pieces to the masses;
he wants to deliver “real” news,
the stuff that “matters.”

After running this idea by
Skylark, Skylark exclaims that
no one cares about the real news;
people only care about what’s
going on in Hollywood.
This fragment of the film illustrates the effect that the film
itself has had on the world: people are only starting to worry
about the conflict with North
Korea because it is affecting the
entertainment sphere.
Although The Interview was
not intended to start a war overseas, it was always intended to
bring awareness to the issue in
North Korea by using the power
of film to pique audiences’ interests.
In the film, Kim Jong Un,
played by Randall Park, is satirized: he plays with tanks as if
they are toys; he pouts as if the
world misunderstands him; he
has a basketball court with 7-foot
nets—so he can dunk; he enjoys
margaritas; and, above all, he is
an avid fan of Katy Perry.
These hyperbolic attributes
were not given to Kim Jong Un
by accident, but rather they were
meticulously placed upon him in
order to make his character relatable to an American audience.

However, in this case, relatable
does not mean sympathetic. The
film still portrays Kim Jong Un
as a tyrannical warlord.
However, it does so in a comical way. For example, Kim Jong
Un tries to trick Skylark and Rapaport into thinking that North
Korea is bountiful by setting up
a false supermarket, with overweight kids at the door, and enslaved children who are forced
to play mariachi music for his
dinner guests.
By doing this, Kim Jong Un
is not a faceless villain, but a
character that just so happens to
murder millions of his own countrymen.
Although The Interview was
a controversial release, one that
even pulled President Obama into
the fray, it was successful in getting audiences to sit down and,
perhaps, become more aware of
global issues.
This film demonstrates the
fact that entertainment and fiction are oftentimes more powerful than the real news.
Just because a script goes for
cheap laughs doesn’t mean that
it can’t have a more profound
significance.
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Into the Woods drastically altered to be PG
by Sheridan Merrick ’15
As a theater person, I am obligated to
hate any mainstream movie adaptation
of a musical (Seriously—had I enjoyed
Sound of Music Live!, I’m pretty sure I
would’ve been crucified). I also, however,
am obligated to see them all in theaters at
least once.
So, of course, I went to see Into the
Woods this season. And I had high standards. I played Baker’s Wife in a production of Into the Woods two years ago, and
it is one of my Top Two Favorite Musicals
of All Time (this is a prestigious title).
But surprisingly, I was not able to fulfill
all my theater person obligations, because
I did not, in fact, hate the movie.
I thought most of the acting was
superb, particularly Meryl Streep (of
course). “Agony,” a comedic song that
two princes sing together about their girl
problems, was probably the best version
I’ve ever seen.
The princes threw themselves into a
river and climbed dramatically on vines,
which were part of the beautiful set and
animation. Plus, you can’t go wrong with
music written by Stephen Sondheim.
However, I did have a few problems
with how the storyline was changed.
Some of the changes were understandable;
for example, cutting the role of the Narrator. Though great for musical theater,
a narrator would simply seem awkward
on camera.
Most of the changes, however,
stemmed from one fundamental mistake:
aiming to make the movie rated PG.
Musical theater is often looked down
on as frilly and materialistic. People scoff
at the genre, calling it simple entertainment and the diluted cousin of straight
plays.
I have always loved Into the Woods

because it disproves this stereotype. Of
course there are musicals with shallow
characters and cheap laughs, but the characters in Into the Woods are anything but
simple.
The dreamy Prince Charming has an
affair, and excuses his actions by saying,
“I was raised to be charming, not sincere.”
The Baker, one of the “good guys” of the
story, almost abandons his son. The Witch,
normally cruel and unkind, also proves
to be an incredibly loving mother, while
Cinderella struggles with her identity and
deliberates returning to the ball. These
fairy-tale characters are turned human,
and the lines between good and evil become thinner and thinner.
By attempting to make the movie
family-friendly, director Rob Marshall
compromised much of the depth that is
so fundamental to the story.
One of the largest themes in Into the
Woods is parenting. We see this through
the storyline of Rapunzel, which begins
quite like the fable we all know and love.
The Witch is Rapunzel’s mother, who
locks her in a tower and visits by climb-
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ing Rapunzel’s iconic long hair. The Witch
loves Rapunzel deeply, and sings a heartbreaking song called “Stay With Me,” in
which she tells Rapunzel: “Princes wait
there in the world, it’s true. Princes, yes,
but wolves and humans too.”
The Witch tries desperately to shield
Rapunzel from the horrors of humanity,
yet eventually fails as Rapunzel runs away
with a dashing prince. In the movie, this
is where Rapunzel’s story-line ends, and
the only heartbreak the Witch has to endure is the knowledge that her daughter
resents her.
The original stage version, however,
takes the story much further. Unaware of
the human reproductive system, Rapunzel
gives birth to twins before she and her
prince are married. Though she does then
marry her prince and becomes royalty, life
is not all Happily Ever After for Rapunzel.
Having never seen the world until adulthood, Rapunzel simply isn’t able to cope
with life. She goes insane, screaming and
crying at the smallest things. When the
Witch tries once again to protect her, Rapunzel goes into hysterics and runs away

from her mother, and right under the foot
of the Giant.
We then briefly see the Witch grieve the
death of her daughter, singing the heartwrenching song, “Witch’s Lament.” The
moment this song ends, the Witch becomes entirely cruel, willing to sacrifice
anything and anybody to get rid of the
Giant.
In the stage version, we are able to
see how the Witch’s morals are skewed
by her grief, and understand that there is
something happening to her beneath the
surface.
The movie, having cut all of Rapunzel’s unattractive storyline, portrays the
Witch as having more of a fundamental unkindness, and doesn’t make us
question anything about the “witches”
of the world, nor does it make us question
the “helicopter” parenting style that has
become more and more prevalent of late.
This is just one small example of how
making Into the Woods PG undermined
some of the central themes of the show.
The whole point of Into the Woods is that
it extends beyond the “Happily Ever After” of stories we know, and humanizes
characters we’ve grown up with. Perhaps,
then, to be fully capable of appreciating
Into the Woods, you need to have done a
bit of growing up yourself.
Look, I don’t mean to be a Negative
Nancy. In a lot of ways, the theater world
should be rejoicing that musical theater
has been getting so much recognition
lately. But there is a legitimate fear that
the stories we know to be powerful and
beautiful will be changed in the pursuit
of profit.
It’s discouraging to think that the rest
of the world will see a misrepresentation
of something we hold dear to us. So, by
all means, keep making movie adaptations
of musicals. Just please don’t compromise
the values of the stories in the process.

Larry Wilmore carries on Comedy Central legacy
by Graham Rubin ’16
The Nightly Show with Larry Wilmore
premiered on January 19 as a new comedy
news show on Comedy Central. It runs
Monday through Thursday at 11:30 p.m.,
which some might recognize as The Colbert Report’s old time slot.
As the eventual successor of The Daily
Show with Jon Stewart, The Nightly Show
has proven itself as a worthy heir. The
show’s host, Larry Wilmore, provides comedic news in a similar fashion to Stewart, but with his own more modern and
cynical twist.
Like Stewart, Wilmore presents genuine news with jokes in between, and he
has his own goofy correspondents, named
Mike Yard and Ricky Valez, to add to the
show’s tone. His mocking ranges from
subtle (like when he uses the word “ball”
singularly when referring to Lance Armstrong) to blatantly obvious (when the
camera cuts back to him with his mouth

full of cigars after mentioning the possible
end of the Cuban embargo).
The show also comes with a host of
bits, ranging from saying “keeping it 100”
instead of “keeping it real” to 30 second
countdowns where his correspondents
have to rattle off as many jokes as possible.
I still laugh to myself when I think
about Wilmore’s bit on the recent measles
outbreak. He brings up the subject, tying
in a joke to add levity; a quick jab, saying
that measles sounds so non-threatening
that it could be a cocker spaniel’s name.
Wilmore then talks about Jenny McCarthy, one of the country’s lead antivaccination advocates, and pulls up a
montage of her arguing on various TV
shows, letting her mock herself.
He comes back with a little bit of dark
humor: “I don’t think it’s a great idea to
take advice from a non-doctor. Many of
my friends disagreed, and I still miss them
to this day.”

While Wilmore provides a good laugh,
he accompanies his comedy with genuine
news and debates. For example, he has a
panel of four other people, either comedians or politicians, discussing the issue
of private funding for political campaigns.
The argument shoots back and forth
between the sides, with each panelist
making legitimate points. Every once in
a while the heated debate is paused for a
joke where both sides laugh in unison, and
then it’s resumed to get back to the issue.
It’s comprehensible, intelligent, and entertaining; it’s everything you want from
a debate.
If you ever watched The Colbert Report or The Daily Show, you’ll be glad to
know that their legacy continues with a
show that’s just as funny and just as informative.
But, if you’ve never seen any of them,
this is a great place to start. You’ll learn,
you’ll laugh, and you won’t want to wait
for the next one.
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Student directors present five short plays for a winter’s eve
by Mollie Eisner ’17 and
Max Kwass-Mason ‘17
The night starts out with
Strange Attractions, directed
by Radko Bachvaroff ’15, stage
managed by Annika Salzberg
’15, and starring Ellie Cody ’15
as Lina and Baird Acheson ’15
as Darren.
Lina is your generic rebel; on
the surface, she doesn’t really
care that much about anything,
and she always has one more
cynical comment to make.
Darren, Lina’s college mathematics tutor, has his head in
books and his feet in New Balances. He says that Lina has “this
whole antiestablishment thing
going on.”
Both characters are stereotypes, predictable in the beginning, until the short play takes
a palpable turn in its tone. The
characters connect with the realization that they know each
other. It’s only then that the characters escape from their simplified personas and become real,
multi-dimensional people. Lina
suddenly becomes interested in
one of Darren’s textbooks. The
conversation turns to the concept
of strange attractors—Lina and
Darren are not immune to the
concept.
Cute, a little awkward, and

realistic, the director and actors
turned the play into something
relatable and honest.
Next, we have Damaged
Goods, directed by Sara Philippe
’15 and stage managed by Max
Bachvaroff ’17. The play opens
with Daniel (Max Gold ’15)
taking a massive chug of beer.
When his wife, Kathleen (Alia
Satterfield ’15), enters, there’s a
tangible tension between them,
and we can see why Daniel is
so anxious to escape reality.
We quickly learn through subtle
hints in the dialogue that 9/11 has
just occurred.
For many students, 9/11 is in
our peripheral. I was three, and
can’t remember any of the terrors. This play deals thoughtfully
with questions, thoughts, and
feelings of Americans at the time
of the attacks. Should we empathize with extremists? Should we
only protect ourselves? Is there
one answer? Is there even an answer?
The conversation, once centralized in a specific time period
and circumstance, expands its
scope and deals with issues we
all face. The thoughts and feelings of these distraught characters translated vividly onto the
stage.
Scar Tissue, directed by Philip
Merrick ’15 and stage managed

by Nina Olshan ’16, opens with
heartbeat-like drumming. The
story-line follows a heart surgeon
named Claudia (Isabel Ingram
’15), the ghost of her daughter,
Alma (Hannah Blau ’15), and
Claudia’s veteran patient, Lee
(Will MacKay ’15).
Seemingly at odds, Claudia
and Lee eventually find they can
connect due to the impersonal
nature of both of their professions. After heated arguments
and flashbacks to Alma’s life all
tied together by the beeping of
Claudia’s watch signaling her
grueling work, Claudia and Lee
relate by stating that “to heal—or
to hurt—means you have to be a
little less human.”
Additionally, Claudia is promoting a new medical technology called the da Vinci surgical
system, which eliminates doctor to patient surgical contact.
Claudia is efficiency- and accuracy-based—even, as flashbacks
elucidate, when it comes to her
daughter. Claudia instructs Alma
to “be brave” in a removed way
as if she were controlling her
daughter through the da Vinci
system.
In the climax, Lee collapses
in Claudia’s office, and it takes
her a second to notice. When she
does, she desperately attempts to
save him. But it’s not about Lee

anymore—it’s about Alma. With
every failed attempt to restart
Lee’s heart, Claudia is losing
her daughter again. In the end,
the components of the play connect like a poem, and the actors
executed it expertly.
Snowbound, which was directed by Zoe Feldman ’15 and
stage managed by Sabina Diaz-Rimal ’15, is an honest but
touching scene of three people
stuck inside on a snowy night
musing about love, life, and
philosophy. Yet even in tackling these themes, it masterfully
avoids the short play pitfall of
unnatural escalation. This is in
part due to the frequent and often
funny entrances and exits of each
of the characters, but can also be
attributed to the earnestness with
which the actors portray them.
The collision between an old,
polite, southern woman (Clare
Peyton ’17), a frank reporter
from Cleveland (Tony Cosby
’15), and an academic yuppie working on his dissertation
(Jack Kalvar ’18) is made totally
believable by the stellar performances of each actor.
Manners and etiquette fight
along strands of conversation.
However, as the play comes
closer to its conclusion we see
this clash fade to reveal a simply
human and compassionate look

at how we deal with a past that
is perhaps not ideal.
We are challenged by the little
lies we tell ourselves to justify
our decisions. But rather than try
to endorse or condemn, the play
stops just short and ends with a
perfect moment of introspection.
Best Friends provides a nice
and much-needed comedic finale
to this quintet of plays. Poking
fun at the ridiculousness of established gender relationships, this
play gets its fun from a whirlwind of absurd conversation and
twist reveals. We jump around
from how too much education
can wreck a relationship to what
it means when you touch someone’s hand a certain way.
Starring a socially astute
young woman (Dani Bieler ’16),
her hapless friend (Cole Simon
’16), and his girlfriend (Kitty
Kouwenhoven ’15), the show’s
range of emotions, from incredulous to passionate, and the actors’
ability to switch between them in
an instant hits the comedic nail
on the head. And the play looks
fantastic.
After a slow, deliberate, philosophical conversation, eye-popping red tablecloths and chair
swiveling coordinate extremely
well with the rising action, making it a joy to watch, along with
all of these fantastic plays.

14 years later, D’angelo’s new album impresses
by Nikita Shtarkman ’16
After a 14 year long hiatus,
D’Angelo released a new project,
Black Messiah, on December 15,
2014. His previous two projects,
Brown Sugar and Voodoo were
successes both commercially
and critically. D’Angelo revolutionized the industry, perfecting a style that mixed funk with
soul. Due to a distaste for the
music industry and various drug
problems, D’Angelo took a long
sabbatical starting in 2000. The
long wait caused doubt in his
fans, who were worried that he
had lost “it,” and that his newest
project would lack the passion
his previous ones had. Luckily,
D’Angelo didn’t disappoint, delivering a thoroughly fantastic record and picking up right where
he left off.
D’Angelo has always been
a unique singer, with a nasally,
falsetto voice, which isn’t often
heard on the radio. On this project, he uses his full range, rising
and falling in tone rapidly with
his eclectic, hurried lead melodies. He rides the backing per-

fectly, layering his phrases and
adlibs on top of the already lush
instrumentation. His singing on
this album is intimate; sometimes it feels as if he is directly
on stage in front, leaning on the

microphone, and wailing his high
notes. What he says is usually
unintelligible, but on revisiting
the project, one finds observations about love, life, and political issues.

cartoon by Nikita Shtarkman ‘16

The Vanguard, his backing
band, should also be mentioned
because their instrumentation is
wonderful. The electric guitar
and piano harmonization happen at the perfect moments, giving each chord weight and importance. The supporting vocals
are also impeccable, reinforcing
D’Angelo’s already strong melodies. The drums and bass players
are arguably the most important
pieces of the band, because they
form the foundations of all the
tracks. The drumming is always
non-technical and organic, with
beats hit drunkenly, lagging behind the rhythm upheld by all
the other instruments. The bass
melodies give each track a feeling of life, like underlying heartbeats. All of the bass phrases are
powerful and lighthearted.
There are many beautiful
songs on this album. My favorite track on this project is “Sugah
Daddy,” an upbeat, funky song
about a romance with a gorgeous
woman. Various instruments including pianos, trombones, and
electric guitars flow in and out,
wrapping around a constant,

simplistic, drum loop. Backing
vocals harmonize perfectly with
D’Angelo’s spontaneous vocal
outbreaks. His lead melody oscillates at a high frequency, and
is consistently unpredictable.
Another high point on this LP
is “Back to the Future (Part II),”
which is a lamentation of the
passage of time, and a showcase
of desire to return to the past.
It has an exceedingly simple
melody, with a constant guitar
backing and consistent drumming. The bass line shines here,
creating a subtle bounce, which
elevates this track immensely.
D’Angelo’s vocals also add another beautiful layer, skipping
along with the bass.
I strongly recommend this album as a must-listen to all who
seek a more soulful, but funky
vibe in their music. The songs
aren’t instantly catchy or powerful, but they possess a certain
subtle splendor, which can only
be felt after multiple focused
listens. Good headphones are
almost a necessity to discover
all of the delicacies of the multilayered tracks.
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NCAA does not value academics for athletes
by Bennett Demsky ’18

On January 22, Devon Ramsay and
Rashanda McCants, two former University of North Carolina student-athletes, filed
a class-action lawsuit against UNC. Over
the past five years, the academic integrity of the institution has been called into
serious question, with multiple reports
detailing how the university fostered an
academic culture for student-athletes that
was focused solely on helping them stay
on the playing field.
This included fake classes, which were
described by one report as “GPA boosters,” fabricated grades, and plagiarized
papers. However, while this lawsuit focuses on the harm done to student athletes
by the university in depriving them of
their deserved college education, Michael
Hausfeld, one of the attorneys filing the
suit, noted that the suit also “says that the
fraud was nothing more than an integral,
foreseeable part of the entire enterprise of
big-time contemporary college athletics.”
What separates this lawsuit from other
similar cases, of which there are many,
is that this one highlights the underlying
problem with modern college athletics:
the role of “student” is being eliminated

Johnny Crawford/Atlanta Journal-Constitution/MCT

NCAA president Dr. Mark Emmert
speaks to the media during the Final Four press conference in Atlanta,
Georgia, on Thursday, April 4, 2013.

from the student-athlete.
The NCAA’s list of core values says
that it “share[s] a belief and commitment”
that student-athletes should strive for “the
pursuit of excellence in both academics
and athletics,” participate in athletics “as
an avocation, balancing their academic,
social, and athletics experiences,” and
understand the “supporting role that intercollegiate athletics plays in the higher education mission.” If one takes the
NCAA’s words at face value, a studentathlete ought to be more of a student than
an athlete.
Unfortunately, the exact opposite has
become the norm at universities around
the country. At the University of Oklahoma, professor Gerald Gurney found that
10 percent of athletes there read below a
fourth grade level, and learning specialist
Mary Willingham found that 60 percent
of football and basketball players at UNC
read between fourth and eighth grade
levels. Investigators who obtained public records were able to deduce, based on
ACT and SAT scores, that these disturbing
trends were present at many universities
around the country.
This data, which does not seem to fit
with the NCAA’s core values, creates two
big questions. One, why is the NCAA not
committed, despite what they say, to upholding this standard that they created for
themselves? And secondly, why hasn’t the
NCAA changed this standard that they, the
universities, and to some extent, even the
student-athletes clearly don’t meet?
The answer to these questions is that
everyone benefits financially from the
NCAA’s flawed system. Everyone, that
is, except for the student-athletes. The
universities benefit, as the best Division
I athletic programs routinely bring in hundreds of millions of dollars per year.
Media organizations also benefit, as
CBS makes over $1 billion from their
broadcasts of the Men’s Division I Basketball Tournament games alone.
And, of course, the NCAA benefits, as
its 2013 total revenue exceeded $900 million. But the players, on the other hand,

Robert Willett/Raleigh News & Observer/TNS

Duke’s Tyus Jones drives to the basket between North Carolina’s Kennedy
Meeks (3) and J.P. Tokoto (13) at Cameron Indoor Stadium in Durham, N.C.,
on Wednesday, Feb. 18, 2015. Duke won in overtime, 92-90.

don’t receive a single cent of the money
that they generate, aside from scholarships
for an education that, oftentimes, they really don’t get.
And while giving the amateur athletes
a share of that money by paying them isn’t
necessarily the answer, these facts do illustrate the highly unethical exploitation
that is at the foundation of modern college
athletics.
While the argument can be made that
the NCAA should uphold their core values
and scale down college athletics, this is a
futile idea. The NCAA and the colleges
are in no way willing to give up the money
that they hold dear. So, it would seem that
the logical course of action would be to
change the core values to fit the current

model of college athletics.
Since it has become evident that logic
may not be the NCAA’s specialty, this is
also a ridiculous idea. It is akin to saying
“Well, we’re still going to treat studentathletes unethically, we just aren’t going
to lie about it anymore.”
In short, there really is no easy solution. Paying the athletes could be seen
as the moral thing to do, but that doesn’t
solve the problem because then the student will become even further removed
from student-athlete. This dilemma has
been around for a long time and is only
getting worse as time progresses. It will
continue to be prevalent until the NCAA
decides to gather the courage to make
some tough choices.

photo by N. Blau ’18

The Upper School winter running club exercises throughout campus in
snowy weather to stay in shape.

Get fit for winter
by Maggie McGregor ’18
Winter is a joyous time that brings
you closer to friends and family. That is,
if you spend the whole season in front
of a fireplace drinking hot cocoa. You
can easily have a fantastic season by
settling in with your favorite blanket,
nibbling on a slice of pie, and catching
up on your favorite shows. Avoiding
the cold is easy if you just stay inside
and fill up with all of the tasty winter
delights.
Unfortunately, after the holiday season, when most of the leftovers are gone
and the bitter cold air has settled in, we
all have to go to school and face the
work of a new semester. But instead of
grabbing another bon-bon and reaching
for the remote, get up! Go ice skating
with friends, spend a day at the gym;
head to earth treks to practice your
climbing skills. Just because it is bleak
and barren outside, doesn’t mean that
your life should be reduced down to living under the covers all day. There are

plenty of indoor activities to get your
heart rate up and burn off all of those
Valentine’s Day chocolates. Maybe it’s
time to actually follow through with at
least one of the New Year’s resolutions
you’ve made year after year.
Winter can be a difficult time for
those of us who don’t play a sport and
therefore don’t have a recurring reason to work out. Instead of relying on
a team, we have to rely on ourselves
and our own inner motivation. If you
really just can’t force yourself to the
gym, make plans to work out with other
people. That way, you’ll have more of
an obligation. And let’s face it—we
all want to one-up our friends when
it comes to working out. If the idea
of going to the gym sounds repulsive,
sweaty and stressful, try masking physical activity with fun. By going ice skating with friends, you can have a great
time and also exercise without actively
choosing to. Ice skating might not get
you the abs you always wanted, but it’s
better than lying around all day!
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Seniors honored at Program Night This Just-in
by Jack Sheehy ‘17
Park’s annual Program Night held on
January 30th was, as usual, a big event featuring two exciting games. The afternoon
began with the Girls’ Varsity Basketball
Senior Night ceremonies for seniors Sara
Lerner and Lexi Kuntz. “After being part
of the girls’ basketball program for four
years it was really nice to be recognized,”
Lerner said. “I was really glad I got to
stand next to Lexi and my coaches that
Friday night.” Following the ceremonies,
a hard-fought game was played against
C-Conference-leading Our Lady of Mt.
Carmel that ultimately ended in a 41-26
defeat for the Bruins.
Following the Girls’ game, Boys’
Varsity Basketball also had their Senior
Night ceremonies for their nine seniors in
front of a completely full set of bleachers.
“Being recognized on Senior Night was
emotional for me,” said co-captain Jason
Gelblum ’15. “I had always watched it

Respect the Refs

year by year from the stands, but not this
time. It is surely a night I will always remember.” The Bruins then took on conference foe Baltimore Lutheran and after
a tight first quarter, they dominated the
final three quarters of play en route to a
60-38 victory. “To come out with a win
was nice, but that night meant more than
just a game,” Gelblum said.

by Justin Wyda ’15
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Above: J. Gelblum ’15 shoots. Left: J.
Robinson ’15 moves up the court.

Winter sports seasons conclude
by Jack Sheehy ‘17
Squash
Varsity Squash traveled to Connecticut
to play in the U.S. Squash High School
Team Squash Championship at Wesleyan
University. The Bruins, who played in Division VII, began the tournament with a
close 4-3 loss to New Canaan High School
(CT). Park finished the tournament 1-2,
defeating a team from Greenwich High
School (CT) 7-0. The team has five graduating seniors, including captain and number one seed Matt Stefanak ’15, but the
outlook for next season is positive as there
are many experienced middle school players entering high school who will compete
for spots on Varsity.
Girls’ Varsity Basketball
Girls’ Varsity Basketball endured a
tough season, finishing sixth in the IAAM
C-Conference with a conference record of
2-14. The Bruins’ two victories both came
at home, the first on December 5 against
Glenelg Country School and the second
on January 9 versus Chapelgate Christian
Academy. The team was eliminated from
the playoffs when they fell to Indian Creek
in a play-in game. While their record may
not necessarily show it, there were positive aspects of this season for the Bruins.
“There was tremendous overall growth
from the team we were in November to
the team we were in February,” said captain Sara Lerner ’15. “By the end of the
season we were taking better shots, mak-

ing better passes, getting more rebounds,
and in general, making better and smarter
plays.” The team will only be graduating
two seniors and that, coupled with the success of Girls’ JV this year, bodes well for
future teams.
Boys’ Varsity Basketball
With an overall record of 12-12 and
a conference record of 8-8, Boys’ Varsity Basketball finished in the middle
of the pack in the MIAA C-Conference.
The Bruins played many close games, as
eight of their 24 games were decided by
10 points or fewer. In the end, Park fell
56-53 to Saints Peter and Paul in the quarterfinals on February 11. Captain Jason
Gelblum ’15, who was also the team’s
leading scorer, was “disappointed” about
the first-round playoff exit for the second
year in a row. “We poured our hearts into
that game and it is one I think we will all
remember,” Gelblum said. Next season,
the team will be dependent on the group
of players moving up from JV, as all but
three Varsity players will be graduating.
Boys’ JV Basketball:
For the fourth straight year, Boys’ JV
Basketball has finished atop the MIAA
C-Conference standings, this time with
a record of 10-2. The Bruins not only
ended the season with the best record in
C-Conference, but they also allowed the
fewest points (455). The team avenged
tough road losses early in the season
against Cristo Rey and Saints Peter and
Paul with wins at home against those same

opponents later on in the year. Ultimately,
however, the Bruins fell 54-48 to Cristo
Rey in a hard fought championship game.
“I’m disappointed that I’m not going to
be here next year to see these guys play
on Varsity,” said assistant coach Micah
Saltzberg ’15. “They’re going to have one
hell of a season.”
Girls’ JV Basketball
After not having a Girls’ JV team last
year, the Bruins had a very successful season this winter. Made up of all freshmen,
the team followed up a strong semifinal
victory with an overtime loss in the championship game.
Boys’ Fresh/Soph Basketball
The Bruins finished the season with an
overall record of 3-7, placing them in the
bottom half of the MIAA B-Conference
standings.
This team, made up entirely of freshmen, avenged an early season loss on the
road at Archbishop Curley with a dominant 52-34 win at home on February 2.
The other two wins came against Beth
Tfiloh.
Girls’ Varsity Indoor Soccer
Girls’ Indoor Soccer ended the season
tied with St. Timothy’s and Beth Tfiloh for
second place in the IAAM B-Conference.
The Bruins had a conference record of
1-3-2 and an overall record of 2-5-2. The
team upset St. Timothy’s 6-3 in the conference semifinals before falling to Key
School in the championship.

Over the past few
months, as a member of
the Varsity Basketball
team, I have spent a lot
of time on the bench.
For those of you who
have seen me hobbling
around campus, looking a little too much
like Frankenstein, you’ve probably
figured out by now that I have been
sidelined with a nasty knee injury. My
days on the basketball court as a Bruin
have ended all too quickly.
Game days no longer consist of
flashy Under Armour or Nike basketball kicks. Instead, they include uncomfortable shirts and ties, and pencils and
clipboards. My injury has plunged me
into the exceedingly tedious world of
taking stats. And while I have become
adept at noticing every rebound, steal
or assist, my time on the bench has also
opened my eyes to some of the subtleties of basketball and sports in general.
From my perch at the end of the
bench, I have learned to appreciate the
referees. While I have done my fair
share of muttering, screaming, and
even cursing under my breath at refs, I
have come to feel a greater respect and
sympathy for them. In fact, I’d go so far
as to say officials—in any sport—have
one of the toughest jobs around. Refs
are playing a game they cannot win. If
they do a good job—call a nice, clean,
and fair game where neither team is
upset—they go unnoticed. But, when
officials make a mistake—a characteristic that defines us as humans—and
miss a call, people howl at their television screens or berate refs with boos
and hurtful insults.
This dynamic with officials transcends all levels of sports. And while,
like me, referees must love being around
sports, officials should be treated much
more respectfully and courteously. At
Park, this dilemma may even be exacerbated by one of our “golden rules”—to
question authority. In this case, however, players, coaches, and fans alike
should be a little more conscious about
how they treat officials. While the treatment of referees on the professional
level probably isn’t changing anytime
soon, I see no reason why we can’t start
the trend. Whether it’s getting loud for
the Ravens on third down, waving your
Orioles towel for that third strike, or
cheering on the Bruins, let’s start giving the men and women in the black
and white stripes the appreciation and
respect they deserve.

